
 of renewed tension between Malays and Chinese.
 Resettlement has changed the political balance of

 power within the Federation by giving the Chinese a
 stronger political position. In the new villages, the State
 and Federation governments encouraged the develop?
 ment of locally elected village councils, thus creating
 a Chinese political vehicle which had not previously
 existed. The new citizenship laws, the organization of
 Home Guard units, and the opening of the police and
 military units to Chinese recruits have all worked to
 bring the Malayan Chinese more actively into the po?
 litical scene. The traditional Malay domination of pol?
 itics and administration is now threatened by the newly
 enhanced political status of the Chinese and by an in?
 creased Chinese interest in political affairs. But it should
 be noted that, in taking measures to provide the Chi?
 nese an attractive alternative to Communism, the Ma?
 layan authorities have also opened up what may be?
 come an additional source of racial friction rather than

 a contribution to orderly progress toward self-govern?
 ment and independence.8

 8 See Dobby, loc. cit., p. 173.

 The political future of the Federation of Malaya to?
 day rests in large part on the encouragement of na?
 tional assimilation and the development of bonds of
 common citizenship.9 The resettlement program has
 created fresh hope and opportunity but also new prob?
 lems. Only the Malays and the Malayan Chinese them?
 selves can resolve the antagonisms which threaten their
 common future, but the introductory phrases of the
 resettlement program furnish encouraging evidence of
 how the Communist threat can be checked.

 9 In this connection it is worth noting that a special Elec?
 tions Committee on January 31, 1954 advocated giving the
 franchise to all Federation citizens of 21 years or over ir-
 respective of whether they are literate or own property, but
 advised against any early establishment of an elected parlia?
 ment. It recommended that for a transition period of about
 four years the national elections should be restricted to choos-
 ing only half the members of the Legislative Council, the
 other half being officially appointed to represent racial, com?
 mercial, and occupational groups. The question would later be
 re-examined in the light of experience gained during the transi?
 tion period. See Christian Science Monitor, February 1, 1954.
 ?Editor.

 Candhian Socialism in India
 BY MARSHALL WINDMILLER

 Indian socialists in 1951 claimed that their party
 ? enjoyed more support than all other opposition par?
 ties put together, but when the results of the 1951-52
 general elections became known it was apparent that
 the claim had been grossly over-optimistic. Although
 the Party's popular vote was the second largest in the
 country, the Socialists won only twelve seats in the
 national House of the People as against twenty-seven
 won by the Communists. In the state assembly contests
 the Socialists won 126 seats against the Communists'
 193, and some index to the Party's disappointment is
 found in the number of candidates' financial dcposits
 forfeited: 1,056, the largest number of all the parties.1

 Although official Socialist publications rationalized
 the eiection defeat, it was apparent that the Party had
 suffered a demoralizing blow. In May 1952 a special
 convention of the Party was convened in Pachmarhi,
 Madhya Pradesh, to analyze the results of the general

 Mr. Windmiller is an American student of Indian politics now
 in South India working under a Ford Foundation fellowship on
 a study of the Indian Communist movement and the linguistic
 States.

 elections and to formulate a new strategy. Rammanohar
 Lohia, the conference chairman, described the political
 situation as "an incipient polarization between the Con?
 gress Party and the Communist Party" and warned
 that this trend would have to be stopped "before it bears
 foul fruit and paralyzes the nation's mind and ac?
 tivity."2 To arrest this polarization Lohia suggested a
 strategy which recognized the existence of three politi?
 cal groups other than the Congress, Socialists and Com?
 munists. The first were the revolutionary Marxists such
 as the Forward Bloc, the Revolutionary Socialist Party,
 the Peasants' and Workers' Party and the Revolutionary
 Communist Party. The second were the Kisan Mazdoor
 Praja Party (KMPP?an offshoot of Congress), the
 Scheduled Castes Federation and others that had
 "blurred the line between radicalism and conservatism."

 And the third group was composed of the reactionary
 and communal parties such as the Hindu Mahasabha,
 the Ram Rajya Parishad and the Jan Sangh. Any rela?
 tions with the last group were rejected, but Lohia sug?
 gested a political line that would "consolidate groups
 represented by the second type and elements of the first

 1 Eiection figures from the India Press Digest, Vol. I, No.
 4 (Sept., 1952). See also Richard Leonard Park, "Indian
 Eiection Results," Far Eastern Survey, May 7, 1952, pp. 61-70.

 2 Report of the Special Convention of the Socialist Party
 (Pachmarhi), (Bombay: Socialist Party of India, 1952),
 p. 163.
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 with the Socialist Party, so that this party becomes in
 time a clean instrument of Indian socialism and radical-
 ism and is able to absorb all other radical elements when

 they split away from their various organizations."3 This
 strategy was unanimously incorporated into the politi?
 cal program adopted at Pachmarhi.

 The Pachmarhi convention adjourned on May 27,
 1952. On June 1, Jayaprakash Narayan, the General
 Secretary, issued a joint statement with J. B. Kripalani,
 leader of the KMPP, with whom he had been meeting
 in Delhi. The statement announced that both parties
 would function in parliament as a single parliamentary
 party, and that "every effort is to be made about a
 merger of the two parties."4 Future associations with
 communal groups or the Communist Party was specific?
 ally disavowed, thereby posing an interesting problem
 for the Madras section of the KMPP which, led by
 the hoary ex-premier, T. Prakasam, had entered into
 a united front with the Communists in February. The
 actual merger was finally consummated in September,
 and Prakasam quit the alliance with the CP in Decem?
 ber. The Party is now called the Praja Socialist Party
 (PSP).

 The Pachmarhi convention indicated a significant de?
 velopment in Indian Socialist ideology?a gradual mov-
 ing away from Marxism in the direction of Gandhi's
 doctrines. This was implicit in the chairman's address
 which made no mention of Marx but alluded to

 Gandhi's teachings to emphasize that ends and means
 should be consistent.

 "Man is today become victim to ideologies of re-
 mote success, so that the chain of acts of horror
 lengthens and the last link of the good act is never
 forged. The immediate test of the good act should
 characterize the class struggles of socialism."5
 Some of the de-emphasis of Marx was, no doubt, a

 tactical maneuver designed to make the Party more
 palatable to the KMPP and to dissident members of
 the Congress party. But the top Socialist leadership,
 notably Jayaprakash Narayan, was at this period un-
 dergoing a process of soul-searching which went far
 beyond the realm of tactics.

 Narayan, next to Nehru, is probably the most widely
 loved and respected leader in India today. American
 educated, once a Communist, always a radical, he
 helped organize the Socialist Party within the Congress
 in 1934 and was an active fighter for Indian independ?
 ence. In 1952 Narayan tended to blame himself for
 the Socialists' eiection debacle, and a small segment of
 opinion within the Party concurred. An unpopular strike

 settlement which he negotiated for the Postmen's
 Union in the spring of 1952 tended further to disturb
 his peace of mind. The result of this mental turmoil
 was a twenty-one day fast which Narayan undertook
 for purposes of "self-purification" in June of 1952. After
 this fast he became greatly troubled by philosophical
 problems and less concerned with party politics. On
 October 1952 he wrote an article for the Party maga-
 zine Janata entitled "Incentives for Goodness" in which
 he revealed his state of mind. In it he wrote:

 "In present society, with the hold of religion
 gone, faith in God shaken, moral values discarded
 as deadweights of the dark ages of histoiy; in short
 with materialism enthroned in men's hearts, are
 there any incentives to goodness left . . .? I hold
 that no other question is more relevant to us
 today."6

 The article left the question unanswered and the author
 no less troubled. This philosophical introspection ulti-
 mately led Narayan toward an interest in the Bhoodan
 Yagna (land gift) movement of Vinoba Bhave, and in
 recent months he has given it great attention. Like
 Bhave, he has made a number of Bhoodan tours in
 rural areas, collecting gifts of land from wealthy and
 poor alike for distribution to the landless.

 As Narayan became more involved in the Bhoodan
 movement the Party's national executive moved with
 him. Meeting in Bombay in March of 1953 they passed
 a resolution which recognized "the value and appeal
 and popularity of the Bhoodan movement" and saw in
 it "an instrument of peaceful economic revolution."
 The resolution urged all Party units "to take up this
 work with earnestness and concentrate upon it their
 energies."7

 Cooperation with the Government
 In February 1953, at the request of the Prime Min?

 ister, Narayan met with him to discuss the possibilities
 of the Party's cooperation with the government both
 at the governmental and popular levels. They met again
 in March and Nehru also talked with two other PSP

 leaders, Kripalani and Narendra Deva. The Socialists
 put forth a fourteen-point minimum program which the
 Prime Minister was unable to accept, saying that "it is
 better for us not in any way to tie each other down,
 but rather to try to the best of our ability, to develop
 both the spirit and the practice of cooperation."8 At
 this point the talks broke down and the correspondence
 between the two men was published.

 The Nehru-Jayaprakash talks released a storm of
 intra-Party debate that continues to agitate the PSP

 3 Ibid. pp. 168-169.
 4 The Mergers How and Why, (Bombay: Praja Socialist

 Party, 1952), p. 35.
 5 Report of the Special Convention of the Socialist Party

 (Pachmarhi), p. 142.

 6 Jayaprakash Narayan, "Incentives for Goodness," Janata,
 October 12, 1952, p. 3.

 7 Janata, March 29, 1953, p. 39.
 8 Nehru-Jayaprakash Talks, (Bombay: Praja Socialist

 Party, 1953), p. 20.
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 today. One group led by Rammanohar Lohia and
 Madhu Limaye holds that the function of an opposi?
 tion Party is to oppose, and that the PSP should con?
 tinue the policy of maintaining itself at equal distances
 from the Congress and the Communists. The other
 group argues that on certain nation-building projects
 the Praja Socialists must extend their cooperation to
 the party in power. The ideological justification for
 this was sprung as a surprise in Asoka Mehta's report
 as General Secretary to the Party's special convention
 at Betul in June, 1953. Mehta argued that "the com-
 pulsions of backward economy tend to push towards
 totalitarianism or timidity. The dilemma can be re-
 solved first by so broad-basing the government that it
 gets power to move forward, because opposition is
 driven to the fringes; and second, by strengthening the
 forces of pluralism in authority and initiative."9 Mehta
 argued that "nation-building activities and partisan pol?
 itics have to be demarcated" and concluded by saying,
 "I believe we shall fail to evoke response if our atti?
 tude, implicit if not explicit, is that reconstruction of
 the country cannot begin till our Party comes to power."
 Accordingly Mehta gives enthusiastic support to the
 Bhoodan movement as offering an opportunity for the
 better elements of all parties to cooperate in solving
 the land problem, and also as creating an atmosphere
 in which cooperation in other nation-building activities
 can be expanded. Mehta's appraisal of Bhoodan, how?
 ever, is not without a certain Marxian realism, for he
 argues that the movement's innocuousness helps to neu-
 tralize the landlord class, giving the party an oppor?
 tunity to build a strong base among the peasantry by
 constructive work. He implies that a frontal assault on
 the landlords at the present juncture would be fruitless
 and that now the Socialist movement must be organized
 for struggles that will come later. Bhoodan is a useful
 device for this purpose.

 On the other hand, Jayaprakash Narayan's whole-
 sale dedication to Bhoodan appears to be totally un-
 Marxian. He says that in the old days he and other
 Socialists "used to prick holes in Mahatma's ideas as
 not scientific, not revolutionary and so on," but he has
 come to realize that neither the Communists nor the

 Socialists were ever capable of building a mass move?
 ment. Only Gandhi was able to do that, and today
 "if there is any workable, concrete program for the re-
 distribution of land, it is Vinoba's. If you go on trying
 to interpret Bhoodan according to Marxist principles,
 you will be nowhere."10

 In December of 1953 Narayan wrote an article in
 Janata which was widely reprinted under the title "Ide?
 ology of the PSP." In it he argued that Communism
 and socialism had failed and that the only true revolu?
 tion was a "revolution in the values of life."

 "Most of us (he stated) think that it is only
 when we capture power that we shall be able to
 build up socialism by legislation and state power.
 If we persist in this legalistic concept of the social
 revolution, I have no doubt we are going to suffer
 the same disillusionment as socialists in the West.

 "Gandhism does not concentrate on the capture
 of power, nor depend on the power of the State,
 but goes to the people and helps them to effect
 the revolution in their lives and consequently revo?
 lution in the life of the community. . . .

 "Socialism wishes to advance by setting
 class against class, Gandhism by cutting across
 classes.by so bringing the classes to-
 gether that there are no class distinctions left."11
 Since most of the ideological justification for cooper?

 ation with the government developed after the Nehru-
 Jayaprakash talks, a suspicion developed that it was all
 just a smoke-screen for further efforts at "office seek-
 ing." If long-range cooperation with Congress were
 really possible, argued Madhu Limaye, then the two
 parties might as well merge. However, when the old
 Socialist Party quit the Congress in 1948 it was due to
 fundamental differences which were irreconcilable. Now

 who had changed, the PSP or the Congress, or was the
 original assumption wrong? Limaye has suggested that
 much of the impetus for closer cooperation with the
 government came from suggestions by the Yugoslav
 Communists with whom the PSP is on friendly terms.
 The Yugoslavs "want us to be in the government so as
 to achieve a more fruitful cooperation with us," Li?
 maye explained, but since they did not understand the
 role of Nehru and the Congress in Indian politics, their
 advice should not be taken too seriously.12

 New Ideological Elements
 Despite competent opposition from Lohia, Limaye

 and others, the prestige of Jayaprakash and the intellect
 of Asoka Mehta have been pushing the Party toward
 the acccptance of an ideology in which these new ele?
 ments clearly stand out: (1) the concept that Gandhian

 9 Report of the Special Convention of the Praja Socialist
 Party (Betul), (Bombay: Praja Socialist Party, 1953), pp.
 168-169.

 10 Jayaprakash Narayan, "Bhoodan?A Dynamic Move?
 ment," Janata, July 12, 1953, p. 5.

 11 Jayaprakash Narayan, "A Plca for Gandhism," Janata,
 December 27, 1953, p. 3.

 12 Report of the Special Convention of the Praja Socialist
 Party (Betul), p. 21. See also Madhu Limaye, "Democracy
 and the Party System," Janata, Vol. VIII, No. 21 (June 21,
 1953), p. 7-8. The Socialists have been on good terms with
 the Yugoslavs for some time. In June of 1952 a group of
 Indian Socialists concluded a month's visit to Yugoslavia as
 the guests of the Central Committee of the Yugoslav League
 of Communists. Former Yugoslav ambassador to India, Josa
 Vilfan, had friendly contacts with Asoka Mehta during his
 stay in India.
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 economic theory and methods of political struggle are
 more applicable to Indian conditions than Marxian
 ideas; (2) the concept that the state is not a good
 instrument for building a socialist society; and (3) the
 corollary that the party system does not provide "an
 adequate framework for the democratic requirements
 of the masses." Mehta and Narayan now talk in terms
 of building a "socialist movement" rather than a So?
 cialist Party.

 Although there is a large area of agreement concern-
 ing the first of the above principles, the second and
 third are vigorously opposed by the Lohia-Limaye wing
 of the Party. Lohia certainly agrees that India still
 has much to learn from Gandhi, and as the champion
 of the idea of a decentralized economy based on a
 technology of small-unit machines he appreciates the
 Gandhian cottage industry concept. Furthermore,
 Lohia's address at Pachmarhi in 1952 by calling for
 greater emphasis on Gandhian principles may have
 been responsible in large part for the Gandhian trend
 which he opposes today. But his primary concern con-
 tinues to be the political arena, and he still hopes to
 avoid the Communist-Congress polarization of Indian
 politics which he described at Pachmarhi. The current
 Gandhian swing of the Party and particularly its em?
 phasis on Bhoodan tend, in Lohia's view, to advance
 this polarization. "Bhoodan is one good program among
 many," says Lohia, "but if it is taken as the sole pro?
 gram it does harm. Furthermore, such a common pro?
 gram embracing various political parties should not
 be misused to blur the outlines of these parties. . . .13
 Limaye makes a similar point:

 "There would not be any political party in the
 real sense of the term if prophets, like Vinoba,
 succeeded in formulating goals and programs of
 national reconstruction, and furthermore, were ablc
 to persuade all sections of public opinion to accept
 them. If this were done, then the withering away
 of government will not be far away. But this clearly
 is in the realm of fantasy and not in the realm
 of what is possible. . . . the human race has not
 as yet discovered a better antidote to dictatorship
 than elections and the party system.14
 Certain factors have combined to accelerate the drift

 toward Gandhism and away from party politics. One
 was the 1952 merger when a large number of Gan-
 dhians from the KMPP came into the party. Most of
 these had no strong attachment to Marxian or socialist
 ideas, if indeed any at all. Kripalani, once president
 of the Congress, founder and head of the KMPP and
 now Chairman of the PSP, is a good example. T.
 Prakasam, now first minister of Andhra State, is

 another. Prakasam's case is interesting for his recent
 actions have been responsible, to a large degree, for
 the present confusion in Socialist ranks.

 The Role of Pralcasam

 Prakasam has been known for many years as the
 "Lion of Andhra" because of his long and vigorous
 campaign for the creation of a separate state for India's
 Telugu-speaking population. In June of 1951, along
 with Kripalani and other dissident Congressmen he
 helped form the KMPP and became a member of its
 executive. When the KMPP merged with the Socialist
 Party, Prakasam went along, albeit without any great
 display of enthusiasm. When it became clear in early
 1953 that the Government of India was prepared to
 set up the new State of Andhra, it was natural that
 the public should expect the eighty-one year old
 "Lion" to become Chief Minister. Because of his unique
 status the PSP National Executive gave Prakasam a
 free hand to arrange a coalition government with the
 Congress.

 No party held a majority in the new legislature, but
 the Congress held the largest number of seats. As Oc?
 tober 1, 1953, the date of the new state's inauguration,
 approached, Sanjeeva Reddy, leader of the Congress
 Party in Andhra, announced that the Chief Minister
 would have to be a Congressman. At this point Praka?
 sam asked the National Executive of the PSP to release

 him from Party responsibility in order that he could
 become Chief Minister. The National Executive na?

 turally refused. On September 20th Prakasam and San?
 jeeva Reddy met Nehru in New Delhi, and on Septem?
 ber 26th Prakasam resigned from the PSP, made his
 peace with Congress and prepared to become Chief
 Minister.

 When Prakasam formed his cabinet he gave the fi?
 nance portfolio to Tenetti Viswanatham, a Praja So?
 cialist and his long-time colleague. Viswanatham stated
 that he was entering the cabinet on the strength of the
 PSP's announced willingness to form a coalition. The
 National Executive was not long in making it clear
 that the defection of Prakasam had changed the situa?
 tion, and that while the Andhra PSP might support
 the government, it could not enter into a coalition.
 Viswanatham was given the choice of quitting the gov?
 ernment or quitting the Party, and like Prakasam, he
 chose the latter alternative. Ten of the sixteen PSP

 members of the Andhra Assembly defied the National
 Executive and supported Viswanatham. The remaining
 six rallied under the leadership of P. V. G. Raju, but
 it was obvious that the Andhra PSP had been seri-

 ously damaged.
 The Andhra episode damaged morale in the PSP

 all over India. Many Socialists were extremely bitter

 13 "The Mind of Dr. Rammanohar Lohia," Janata, May
 31, 1953, p. 5.

 14 Madhu Limaye, "Democracy and the Party System,"
 pp. 7-9.
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 over what they regarded as a deliberate attempt by the
 Congress to destroy the PSP in Andhra. Since the affair
 had at least the tacit consent of Prime Minister Nehru,
 this bitterness was not directed toward Prakasam alone.

 The argument that Congress was a party with which
 the PSP could profitably cooperate was considerably
 weakened.

 Elections in Travancore-Cochin

 There is little doubt that the events in Andhra were

 to a large degree responsible for the Party's position
 on the general elections in Travancore-Cochin.15 Meet-
 ing in late October 1953, the National Executive de?
 cided "to avoid three cornered contests," which obvi-
 ously meant that it would negotiate some sort of an
 electoral arrangement with the Communist-dominated
 United Front of Leftists (UFL). It is necessary to
 read only a few of the Party's many anti-Communist
 statements since 1939 to realize that this was a signifi?
 cant departure from the traditional policy.

 The terms of the electoral alliance provided that the
 anti-Congress vote would not be split as it had been
 in the 1951-52 elections. Of the 117 seats in the state

 legislature the Congress was contesting 115. Opposing
 the Congress, the PSP was contesting 39 seats, the
 Communists 35 and other leftists and independents 59.
 There were straight contests in as many as 73 con-
 stituencies.

 If the UFL won the eiection it could form a gov?
 ernment only with the support of the PSP, so a UFL
 victory would pose a great dilemma for the Socialists.
 If they participated in a coalition they would be help-
 ing to strengthen the hand of the Communists whom
 most Socialists regard as the major enemy of democracy
 in India. If they declined to help form a government,
 they would be in the position of having asked the voters
 to vote for instability and probable "President's Rule"
 from the Center. They could hardly agree to a coalition
 with the Congress for whose defeat they have been
 willing to sacrifice their long-standing principles of anti-
 Communism. This problem was so disturbing that some
 Socialists expressed the hope that the Congress would
 sweep the polls.

 It was the question of relations with other parties
 that gcnerated the most heat at the PSP annual con?
 ference in Allahabad, December 29-30, 1953. Previ?
 ously at the Betul convention in May a fifteen-man
 policy commission had been created to draft a new

 15 Congress has governed in Travancore-Cochin since the
 1951-52 elections by means of a shaky coalition with the
 Travancore Tamilnad Congress, a group of Congress dissidents
 from the Tamil speaking areas in the south. When this group
 declined to support a confidence motion in September, 1953,
 the legislature was dissolved and new elections were ordered.

 statement of policy for the Party which would clearly
 define its attitude toward coalitions and alliances. The

 commission rendered a detailed report (drafted by Lo?
 hia) which was made available for intra-party discus?
 sion before the conference and was adopted unanimously
 at Allahabad. The report states the Party's creed in
 terms of what it will do when it achieves governmental
 power. Since office-holding is implicit in every word,
 the idea of a socialist movement as opposed to a social?
 ist party appears to have been pushed into the back-
 ground. Bhoodan is barely mentioned, and the theme
 of extra-political cooperation with the government along
 lines advocated in Asoka Mehta's "compulsions of back-
 ward economy" thesis is clearly dismissed. The report
 states:

 "... the PSP must ever be confident that it can
 serve the nation only to the extent that it strength-
 ens itself for the attainment of its aims. General
 calls of cooperation keep a people at a low level
 of political consciousness and result generally in
 strengthening the government party. Governments
 which do not mcrit people's cooperation are more
 profuse in inviting the people to cooperate than
 those that attract such cooperation through their
 measures. The PSP warns the people against such
 appeals."16

 Thus the Allahabad policy statement is a clear victory
 for those who wanted to keep Indian socialism in the
 political arena.

 Attitudes Towards Government Formation

 On the question of alliances and coalitions the state?
 ment indicated that the PSP did not contemplate the
 formation of a coalition government at the Center
 "except in the event of a national emergency," leaving
 it to the National Executive with the consent of the
 National Conference to decide what constitutes a na?

 tional emergency. On the state level the commission
 recommended that the Party could cooperate to form
 a stable government, either by support or actual coali?
 tion on the basis of the government's declared policy
 "commonly accepted." Such cooperation could last
 "only as long as the Government works in the interests
 of the nation." "In a situation when a Government

 has become unpopular," continued the report, "the
 PSP may make common cause with opposition parties
 in order not to prop up indefinitely a Government
 which has lost the confidence of the people." Regard-
 ing elections the report stated that the Party could
 "enter into an electoral adjustment with a party or
 parties opposing the ruling party . . . with the purpose
 of avoiding triangular fights."17 This was an obvious

 16 "Political Perspective and Programme of Work," Janata,
 January 10, 1954, p. 10.

 17 Ibid.
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 endorsement of the Travancore-Cochin alliance and

 Madhu Limaye opposed it vigorously with an amend-
 ment for deletion. "We want to fight the Congress
 and the Communists simultaneously," he said. "We can?
 not even temporarily suspend our political struggle
 against either. The Party should therefore fight only
 in those constituencies where it enjoys mass support
 and leave the rest." Lohia, although he agreed with
 Limaye, had decided to compromise, so he spoke against
 Limaye's amendment and it was defeated by a sub?
 stantial majority.

 It is unlikely that the Allahabad conference marked
 the end of the ideological conflict which has weakened
 the Party since the general elections. The Party is in-
 debted to the personality of Jayaprakash Narayan for
 a great deal of its public support and he is apparently
 not enthusiastic about the Allahabad thesis. Although
 still a member of the National Executive he continues

 to move away from Party responsibilities. He left for
 an extended Bhoodan tour in Bihar immediately after
 the conference and would not interrupt it to make
 an eiection tour in Travancore-Cochin, despite the fact
 that his presence there was needed to offset the Con?
 gress advantage gained by Nehru's tour. As Narayan
 moves away there will be a natural tendency to lure
 him back by concessions to his Gandhian orientation,
 and this will tend to cause ideological confusion. If
 he should sever his connections with the Party, the re?
 sult would probably be chaotic.

 Anything but a clear-cut victory for the Congress
 in the Travancore-Cochin elections is bound to gener-
 ate further controversy in the PSP, for the local PSP
 leadership is not always in agreement with the National
 Executive on party strategy.18 Ingredients of another
 Andhra are readily apparent. Whether the Party could
 survive another major defection is doubtful.

 18 Press reports on March 4, 1945 on the Travancore-
 Cochin election show that the Congress suffered a serious
 setback, gaining only 45 seats out of 117 constituencies, whereas
 the Communists won 23, the Praja Socialists 19, the Revolu?
 tionary Socialists 9, the Travancore Tamilnad Congress 12
 and the Independents (including 3 Kerala Socialists and 5
 others supported by the United Front of Leftists) 9. It seemed
 probable that the opposition coalition of leftist groups would
 count on a total of 59 seats, with the Praja Socialists holding
 an important balance-of-power position. Pattom Thanu Pillai,
 the Praja Socialist leader in Travancore-Cochin indicated
 that his group would refuse to cooperate with the Congress
 and it was believed that he would form a coalition with the

 groups in the United Front of Leftists. On March 16 it was
 announced however, that he had been appointed Chief Minister
 of the new administration and expected to have the support of
 all parties (New York Times, March 17, 1954), but a Reuters
 dispatch indicated that the United Front of Leftists would
 remain in opposition (Christian Science Monitor, March 17,
 1954).? Editor.

 Asia's Women Speak for
 Themselves: A Review Article

 BY BENJAMIN H. KIZER

 Three hundred years hence historians, looking back
 ' on this turbulent age, may well conclude that one
 revolution that was achieved with least sound and fury,
 but was permanent and most far-reaching, has been
 the world-wide emancipation of women. It is not yet
 complete even in the United States. In many lands, it
 has still only just begun, but it is everywhere in pro?
 gress, generally moving fastest in lands where women
 have traditionally been most subordinate, notably in
 some of the Asian countries where the subjection of
 women has for so many centuries been taken for
 granted.

 That the revolutionary ferment in the Far East has
 strikingly advanced the status of women is illustrated
 by the publication in recent years of autobiographies
 of three young women of the Far East, an Indian, a
 Chinese and a Japanese. The public acceptance of
 these autobiographies provides in itself some measure
 of the speed with which women have moved toward
 equality with men in these countries. In most of the
 centuries of Asian civilization preceding this generation,
 such a disclosure by women of the Far East of their
 personal lives would have been unthinkable. Now, it
 happens with little fanfare, with an absence of aston-
 ishment that marks how far women of the Far East

 have gone in little more than a generation. The two
 older books, East of Home by Santha Rama Rau, Fifth
 Chinese Daughter by Jade Snow Wong1 and the more
 recent Daughter of the Pacific2 by Yoko Matsuoka are
 each intrinsically interesting for the insight they give
 us into the lives of Asian women in this transitional

 period. But they are still more valuable as examples of
 the grace and ease with which Asian women are ac-
 cepting their new status.

 In Daughter of the Pacific Yoko Matsuoka shows
 herself as a victim of the tensions between East and

 West. Her seven years in the United States, gaining a
 Western education, had enabled her to believe that
 Japan was wrong in attacking Pearl Harbor. But she
 was constrained to accept Japan's war with a country
 that was a second home to her. As she puts it, "It was
 easier to collapse with the whole framework than to be
 unscrupulously rational." This book gives a revealing

 Mr. Kizer is an attorney in Spokane, Wash., formerly Director
 of UNRRA in China and author of The U.S.-Canadian
 Northwest.

 1 Both published by Harper, New York. 1950.
 2 New York: Harper. 1953. 245 pp. $3.00.
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